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Standards compliant proofing.
Amazing results.

With the print industry having moved towards a high level of standardization, the time is ripe to implement 
standards compliancy in your print workflow. ProofMaster Certify takes your color confidence to the next 
level by guaranteeing the files you process fully match the latest color standards.

Out of the box contractual quality 
ProofMaster Certify is so easy to set up that you will be producing industry-standard certified proofs within minutes. It comes 
with all the necessary color profiles to create ISO 12647 compliant proofs straight out of the box on specific sets of quality 
ProofMaster, Fogra certified contract proofing media. ProofMaster Certify also includes Enfocus Certified PDF® technology,  
allowing it to recognize preflighted and Certified PDFs. The partnership with Enfocus software also creates a link between 
the file and the proof by writing the same unique identification code on the proof and in the Certified PDF, thus excluding 
any discussion about which proof was created from which file.

Flexibility without the premium price
Unique in the market, ProofMaster Certify offers proofing on any size of printer from A3 to A1 at the same price and without 
sacrificing quality. 

Automation for higher productivity. 
ProofMaster Certify’s flexibility and automation provide optimal productivity at a market-beating price. With standards compliant 
color and full traceability, ProofMaster Certify delivers what proofs are intended for: highly accurate communication between the 
different partners in the production flow.



System requirements

Mac OS® 10.4.x - Mac OS® 10.6.x
Processor: 2.0GHz Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 4MB on-chip L2 cache.
Memory: 2Gb
Hard Disk: SATA 80Gb (5400 RPM)
Optical drive: SATA 16x DVD-ROM
Network interface: Integrated Gigabit LAN
I/O port: USB 2.0

Windows® XP Professional SP2, Vista or Windows 7
Processor: Dual-core AMD Opteron™ 2GHz 1Mb L2 cache
Memory: 2Gb
Hard Disk: SATA 80Gb (7200 RPM)
Optical drive: SATA 16x DVD-ROM
Network interface: Integrated Gigabit LAN
I/O port: USB 2.0

Features
Color & Ink

■■ ISO 12647-7 compliance.

■■ Comes with FOGRA / UGRA and GATF control strips.

■■ Precise color accuracy through included ICC profiles.

■■ Fine-tunes results through DeviceLink profiles.

■■ Automatic certification report in PDF format.

■■ Accepts all the main file formats: PS, PDF (X3, X1a), EPS, PSD, AI, nCT/nLW,  
 DCS2, TIFF (/IT) and also the RAW format for digital photography.

■■ Supports all common spectrophotometers.

Automation
■■ Easy setup of an unlimited number of proofing queues and hot folders.

General
■■ Works on Mac® OS and Windows®.

■■ Drives 1 printer (see compatibility list for details).

■■ Comes with ISO standard profiles for ProofMaster Fogra certified media types.

ProofMaster Certify Applications
■■ ProofMaster Calibrator:  Fine-tune colors through DeviceLink profiles.  
■■ ProofMaster RIP:  File interpretation and rasterization.

Benefits
Contract proofing quality... right out of the box

■■ Brings standards-compliant quality to your workflow.

■■ Is quick to set up and easy to use.

■■ Increases customer confidence in your business.

■■ Makes accurate color accessible to a wide variety of users.

Optimal flexibility at an optimal price
■■ Price independent from printer size.

Advanced automation for higher productivity
■■ Set up multiple hot folders for automated proofing.

■■ Automatic media optimization.
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